DEEP COVER TIME AGENTS
THEME: CHILDHOOD

7-11 YEAR OLDS
© BBC

Theme: Childhood
This approach, known as the Deep Cover Time Agents, is designed for students aged 7-11,
and is a mixture of class and group work with plenty of opportunities for independent
learning.The students are sent on undercover fact-finding missions by the Doctor.
The approach is organised into four main learning questions which will be answered through
game play as well as investigation and inquiry through classroom activities.These are followed
by a Concluding Activity, to allow the students to demonstrate their acquired learning across
the four main questions.
The four main learning questions are:
1. What clothing did children wear in the 1600s?
2. What were the main causes of ill health and what medicine was available in the 1600s?
3. What was school like in the 1600s, and who attended?
4. What did children do for fun and what toys and games were available in the 1600s?
Historical references and key objects are woven throughout the game, and students should
be encouraged to complete notebook pages about the characters and historical objects they
encounter in the game. Notebook resource sheets are supplied at the end of this part of the
pack.
Some of the younger students may wish to wear Deep Cover Time Agents badges while
completing their tasks. For those who have not already completed the theme of The Plot,
a badge template is supplied at the end of that particular unit.

Aims and Objectives
The students will gain an understanding of childhood in the 1600s including clothing, toys and
games, education and health and draw comparisons with their life in modern Britain.
Supporting Resources
Historical Objects, Characters and Environments of particular relevance to the main learning
questions are clearly indicated and these can be used to support the activities.These and
other supporting resources are available to download from bbc.co.uk/teachers
Downloading the game
Before starting this unit of work, the Gunpowder Plot Adventure Game should be
downloaded from bbc.co.uk/doctorwho
Instructions on how to do so are available in the The Adventure Games Help section.
It is suitable for both PC and Mac platforms.
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1.What clothing did children wear in the 1600s?
GAME PLAY
Throughout this unit, the students should be encouraged to play Act I of the game up to the
point where Amy, Rory and the Doctor return to the TARDIS.
Most of the information the students will need for this unit of learning is contained in
conversations with the townspeople, and through examining the identified objects.These
conversations take place in the interactive scene immediately after the following dialogue:
Doctor

Come on Pond, let’s go and find the word on the smelly street.

While playing the game, the students should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about characters and historical objects, particularly those that give
them information about Charlie, Annie and clothing of the time.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
Students will be able to identify the location and historical chronology of the period.
They will also be able to describe the main features of dress and clothing of the period as
well as the difference between the clothing of the rich and the poor, and adults and children.
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MISSION 1
Read out loud the Doctor’s first message asking the students to help him in London in
November 1605. He asks them to create a deep cover secret identity to allow them to travel
back to 1605 to assist him. For this they need to create a character with correct dress for
the period and their social position.They will also need to create an appropriate biography to
allow them to fit unnoticed into 1605.This should include:
• Name
• Age
• Family information
• Social Position
• Picture in appropriate clothing
To assist the students with their task, recap on conversations from the game including those
with Barnaby and conversations that mention Charlie and his sister. The students should also
look closely at the dress of the different characters that appear in the game.
The students use the DCTA Profile Resource Sheet to collect and organise the information
necessary to create secret identities for their agent.Through a class briefing session, each
group will share information about the secret identities they have created.This information
can be shared through a class talk, a multimedia presentation or a role play.
CATWALK FASHION
In groups, students choose a character from the game to dress in an appropriate new outfit.
This new outfit can be presented either:
• in the style of a fashion designer’s mood board with swatches, comment, and
descriptions, or
• as a class catwalk fashion show, with each group dressing one of their members in an
appropriate outfit with accompanying commentary.
Resources
• Characters: Charlie, Barnaby, Lady Winters, Alice Flowers,Town Crier, Guy Fawkes,
Jacobean Londoners
• Environments: London Streets
• Historical Objects: Breeches, Swaddling Cloth
• Resource Sheet 1: Doctor’s Message 1
• Resource Sheet 2: DCTA Profile
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2.What were the main causes of ill health and what medicine
was available in the 1600s?
GAME PLAY
Throughout this unit the students should be encouraged to play Act I of the game up to the
point where Amy, Rory and the Doctor return to the TARDIS.
Some of the information the students will need for this unit of learning is contained in
conversations with the townspeople, and through examining the identified objects.These
conversations take place in the interactive scene immediately after the following dialogue:
Doctor

Come on Pond, let’s go and find the word on the smelly street.

While playing the game, the students should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about characters and historical objects, particularly those that give
information about ill health and medicine.They should also play the herb-mixing task with
Alice Flowers.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
Students gain an understanding of the main causes of illness, the range of medical care
available and its limited effectiveness.They should be able to compare and contrast this
knowledge with their own experience.
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MISSION 2
In order for the students to understand the serious nature of illness and the impact it had
on life at the time, they investigate plague and pestilence, its spread and the limited range
of medical care available.
Read aloud the second message from the Doctor asking the students to discover what they
can about health in the 17th century, as this will be very important for their secret identities.
This should include:
• Common illnesses of the time
• Symptoms of common illnesses
• How disease was thought to have spread
• Types of medical provision
• Those who administered health care, eg herbalists, barbers, surgeons, physicians
• Commonly used remedies of the time
The students use the Health Fact-file Resource Sheet to collect and organise the required
information.
To assist the students with this task, the Historical Objects of the Black Rat, Chamber Pot,
Well, Leeches and Deadly Nightshade should be investigated and discussed. Students should
also be encouraged to recap on conversations from the game with the Town Crier and
Alice Flowers which discuss health and medicine.They should also play the herb-mixing task.
The students may need to use other sources to gather the information required for their
fact-files.Through a class briefing session, each group shares the information they have
gathered about health and medicine from the 1600s.This information can be shared
through a class talk, a multimedia presentation or a poster.
ROLE PLAY
In pairs, the students take on the identity of either patient or doctor/herbalist.The patients
describe their symptoms and illnesses while the doctors or herbalists suggest a remedy
based on the information they have gained about health and medicine of the period.
Resources
• Historical Objects: Black Rat, Chamber Pot,Well, Leeches, Deadly Nightshade
• Resource Sheet 3: Doctor’s Message 2
• Resource Sheet 4a: Health Fact-file Resource Sheet
• Resource Sheet 4b: Health Fact-file Resource Sheet
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3.What was school like in the 1600s and who attended?
Game Play
Throughout this unit, the students should be encouraged to play Act I of the game up to the
point where Amy, Rory and the Doctor return to the TARDIS.
Most of the information the students will need for this unit of learning is contained in
conversations with the townspeople, and through examining the identified objects.These
conversations take place in the interactive scene immediately after the following dialogue:
Doctor

Come on Pond, let’s go and find the word on the smelly street.

While playing the game, the students should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about characters and historical objects, paying particular attention to
conversations with Barnaby that give information about education and schooling.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
Students learn basic information about the types of school that existed in the early 1600s,
including Petty schools and Grammar schools. Students will become familiar with which
subjects were taught, the importance of behaviour and discipline and the types of
punishment used in schools in the 1600s. Students will be able to compare and contrast this
with their own experience in school today.
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MISSION 3
Now that the students have an understanding of how health impacted on childhood in the
early 17th century, they can start to learn more about the day-to-day lives of children of this
period, paying particular attention to their education and schooling.
Read aloud the Doctor’s third message to the class. In this message he asks the students to
find out everything they can about education and schooling in the 1600s.
The students use the School Fact-file Resource Sheet to collect and organise information.
This should include:
• What were the types of schools?
• Who attended school?
• What subjects were taught?
• What behaviour was expected from pupils?
• What forms of punishment were used?
To assist the students with this task, the Historical Objects of the Birch Rod and the Horn
Book should be investigated and discussed. Students should also be encouraged to recap on
conversations from the game between Amy and Barnaby which discuss education.The
students may need to use other sources to gather the information required for their factfiles.Through a class briefing session, each group shares the information they have gathered
about health and medicine from the 1600s.This information can be shared through a class
talk, a multimedia presentation or a poster.
ACROSTIC POEM
Using the letters from the words PETTY, GRAMMAR, EDUCATION or SCHOOL, students
write acrostic poems describing the experiences of children in a school in 1605.
Resources
• Historical Objects: Birch Rod, Horn Book
• Resource Sheet 5: Doctor’s Message 3
• Resource Sheet 6: School Fact-file
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4.What did children do for fun and what toys and games were
available in the 1600s?
GAME PLAY
Throughout this unit, the students should be encouraged to play Act I of the game up to the point
where Amy, Rory and the Doctor return to the TARDIS.
Most of the information that the students will need for this unit of learning is contained in
conversations with the townspeople, and through examining the identified objects.These
conversations take place in the interactive scene immediately after the following dialogue:
Doctor

Come on Pond, let’s go and find the word on the smelly street.

While playing the game, the students should be encouraged to complete their notebook pages
about characters and historical objects, particularly those that give information about toys and
games from the period.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
Students will learn about the toys and games children would have played with in the 1600s.
MISSION 4
With the knowledge and understanding the students have acquired about the day-to-day life of
children in 1605 (including health and education), they should now investigate what people did for
leisure and look in particular at the toys and games of the period.
Read aloud the Doctor’s fourth message. In this message, he asks the students to learn about what
people did for fun in 1605.
Students use the Toys and Games Fact-file Resource Sheet to collect and organise information.
This should include:
• Which toys and games were played with in 1605?
• How were they played?
• Who played with them?
To assist the students with this task, the Historical Objects of the Whip and Top, Nine Men’s
Morris Board and the Football should be investigated and discussed.The students may need to
use other sources to gather the information required for their fact-files.Through a class briefing
session, each group shares the information they have gathered about health and medicine from the
1600s.This information can be shared through a class talk, a multimedia presentation or a poster.
DEAR DIARY
Using the Diary Resource Sheet, students write a diary entry from the point
of view of a 17th century child writing about a new toy they have just received,
describing what it is like, what they are going to do with it and how they
feel about having the toy.
Resources
• Historical Objects:Whip and Top, Nine Men’s Morris Board, Football
• Resource Sheet 7: Doctor’s Message 4
• Resource Sheet 8:Toys and Games Fact-file
• Resource Sheet 9: Diary
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Concluding Activity
To demonstrate the learning acquired through the Deep Cover Time Agents approach, the
students complete a concluding activity in response to a fifth message from the Doctor. In
this message he asks them to send him a summary report of what they have learned about
the theme of Childhood for his TARDIS Time Files.
ACTIVITY
Read the Doctor’s last message out loud to the class.The students use the Closure Report
resource sheet to organise information and to help structure their final report.The report
should include the following information:
• Secret identity for their Time Agent
• Facts about clothing in 1605
• Facts about disease and medicine in 1605
• Facts about education and schooling in 1605
• Facts about toys and games in 1605
The students decide through group or class discussion on how they will send their final
report to the Doctor, eg report, letter, email, video etc.
Organisation
For each of these activities the students can work individually or in small groups to discover
as much as they can about childhood while completing the Doctor’s missions.They can use
the resource sheets provided to help ensure that they collect the relevant information.
If the students have not already made DCTA badges in a previous unit, they can use the
badge template provided within the theme of The Plot.
Resources
• Resource Sheet 10: Closure Report
• Resource Sheet 11: Doctor’s Message 5
• Resource Sheet 12:Thank You message from the Doctor
• Deep Cover Time Agents’ Notebook
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DCTA PROFILE
Name
Age
Family Background

Social Position

Other Information

Clothing

Resource Sheet 2: DCTA Profile
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Hello again you lot!
You’re doing a great job - those identities look just perfect.
Now, to really fit in, there’s some other stuff you’ll need to know about.
Health - now that was a big thing back in 1605. The Plague and Flux were
killers, and a trip to the doctor was not much fun either. For your own
safety, and so you can fit in with the locals, you’ll need to know as much
as you can about illness and medicine of the time. Who and where would
you get medicine from?
You’ll need to know as much detail as possible – detail’s very important
especially when you’re undercover.
You were so good at creating your secret identities, I’m sure you’ll rise to
this challenge too.
Anyway, I must dash. I’m sure I should be doing something very clever.
I’ll be in touch again soon and remember – details!
Kind regards,
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 3: Doctor’s Message 2
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HEALTH FACT-FILE
Illness
Symptoms

Remedy/Medicine

Illness
Symptoms

Remedy/Medicine

Illness
Symptoms

Remedy/Medicine

Resource Sheet 4a: Health Fact-file
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HEALTH FACT-FILE
Who provided medical care?

Resource Sheet 4b: Health Fact-file
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Hello there,
Well, aren’t you doing well? That stuff about the health and medicine
was brilliant - so much detail. I really wouldn’t want to be ill in 1605,
would you?
Now you need to learn all about schools. They had some schools in 1605,
but not like the one you lot go to. Believe me, after finding out about
schools back then, or is it back now? This time thing can be very
confusing! Anyway, you’ll never say you don’t like school again!
As a Time Agent you might need to go to school, so you’ll need to know
what to expect. What kinds of schools were there? Who went to school?
Who taught in the schools? What subjects were taught? What happened
if children misbehaved? My word, schools were very different indeed,
just you wait and see.
Remember that details are very important - the more facts the better.
I’d better let you get started. You’ve got a lot of work to do.
Have fun!
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 5: Doctor’s Message 3
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SCHOOL FACT-FILE
Types of School

Who attended this school?

What subjects were taught and how?

Who taught in these types of schools?

Forms of Punishment

Other information

Resource Sheet 6: School Fact-file
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Hello there!
Me again! How are you all doing? Looks like you’ve been working very hard
indeed. Some very impressive work so far.
Being a child in 1605 wasn’t much fun, was it? I bet you lot have a much
easier life. It wasn’t all bad though, children did get to play. Playing is so
important. There were toys and games and you might even recognise some
of them. If you’re going to be able to fit into 1605, you’ll need to know
how to play and what to play with.
Find out everything you can about toys and games in 1605. What toys and
games were around at the time? What did toys and games look like and
what were they called? What were the rules for playing? All that kind of
stuff. It should be fun - everyone loves toys. Well, I do and I always like to
keep a few toys in the TARDIS. I used to work in a toy shop, so I’m a bit of
an expert.
I know you lot will be great at this, so get to it and the very best of luck!
Best wishes,
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 7: Doctor’s Message 4
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TOYS & GAMES FACT-FILE
Description

Instructions

Description

Instructions

Description

Instructions

Resource Sheet 8: Toys and Games Fact-file
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DIARY
DATE:

Resource Sheet 9: Diary
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AGENCY CLOSURE REPORT

Resource Sheet 10: Deep Cover Time Agents’ Closure Report

TOP
SECRET
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Hello again,
You’ve been just amazing! I don’t know how to thank you enough. Without
your help it would have been very difficult indeed to get everything
sorted out. You gathered so much information, with so much detail and it
was very well organised. You really have learnt a lot of stuff, haven’t you?
And knowing stuff is so important when you’re a Deep Cover Time Agent it’s so easy to be caught out.
I wonder if you could possibly do one last thing for me? I need a Closure
Report – it’s really important when you’re doing undercover work. I need
it so I can get everything organised and ordered and... well, it’s really the
TARDIS that needs it but you know what I mean…
Could you write up a report all about the secret identity you created and
the information you gathered about being a child in 1605? It would be
great if you could include things about health, schools, clothes and toys.
I do like toys! All that kind of stuff.
You really have been fantastic and I think you should wear your Deep Cover
Time Agents badges with pride.
Thank you again, and I look forward to reading your reports.
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 11: Doctor’s Message 5
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DEEP COVER TIME AGENTS' NOTEBOOK

Deep Cover Time Agents' Notebook
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Hello,
I’ve just been having a look at your Closure Reports and what an excellent
job you’ve done! As Deep Cover Time Agents go, you are some of the very
best. You’ve learned a lot of stuff and you’ve written it up very well all neat and organised. It’s so good when I land somewhere to have this
kind of information. I don’t know if I could have done any better myself.
Well, I probably could, but there’s all that spelling and punctuation and…
Anyway, well done!
It would be good to be able to call on your help again sometime. Maybe we
need some kind of signal or a code or something, so I know who you are.
You’re all so good at this undercover stuff I might not be able to spot you.
Maybe you could wear badges? ‘Deep Cover Time Agents’ is an awful lot to
fit onto a badge, or it would have to be a very big badge and that might
blow your cover. If we keep to the letters DCTA, then only you and I would
know what that means. A badge and a secret code, I like that!
Anyway I must go, the TARDIS is making a very strange noise and I left Rory
in charge. Goodness knows what he’s done this time.
Thank you Agents, and until we meet again,
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 12: Thank You message from Doctor
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